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Yankee WeLLLspring

Krishyon Young, Area Coordinator of Leaders

The opportunities to broadcast the message that “breast is best” are vast these
days. Email, blog posts, wall posts, texts, tweets, and other forms of electronic
communication open a new world that offers more opportunities to interact,
share information, and support one another. For sheer convenience, electronic
communication often replaces traditional means such as the phone, the postal
system, or getting together in person. Informing hundreds of mothers and
healthcare professionals of upcoming meetings, conferences, and events is
faster and easier than ever before.

But this convenience does not come without a measure of responsibility,
especially when it involves representing La Leche League and LLL philosophy.
La Leche League  provides guidelines to help navigate your way both online
and in person; including when, where and how to identify yourself as an LLL
Leader. Information regarding how to avoid cross purposes and other potential
issues when communicating as a Leader is being updated continually as the
world changes and rearranges its communication systems.

A combination of “common sense and LLL guidelines” is what the Leader's
Handbook (p.283) recommends, and I wholeheartedly agree.

It is important to remember that once the online audience learns that you are
a LLL Leader, everything you say from that point forward can be associated
in their minds with La Leche League. According to the Leader's Handbook
(p.4), “the Leader needs to remember that she is the visible representative of
La Leche League; the manner in which she carries out her responsibilities
reflects on the organization as a whole.” This is true whether the Leader is
representing La Leche League electronically, or in person.

For this reason, many Leaders choose not to identify themselves as Leaders
in groups outside LLL or to disclose their Leader status online, choosing to
have control over when and where they feel they put on their La Leche League

“face” or “hat.” Keeping their Leader identity “cloaked” gives them a measure
of, as one Leader phrased it, “breathing room.” Some Leaders feel their
presence would be seen as representing LLL, and they are concerned that they
would need to repeatedly explain they are (Continued on page 2)
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participating as a mother, not as
a Leader, especially when discussing topics that are not a
part of LLL.

In the helpful resource, “Representing LLL Online” by
Susan Buckley and Sandee Luttkus, the following
guidelines are given regarding making our Leader status
known online:

Even if we do not explicitly advertise our Leader
role, others will identify us as Leaders if we include

“LLLL,” “LLL Leader,” “La Leche,” or words
containing triple Ls in an email address or
signature. It is appropriate to have a separate email
address and/or signature file for those times when
we specifically choose to represent La Leche
League.

There are many times when it is appropriate to
identify ourselves as La Leche League Leaders, and
the simplest test of this is to ask ourselves, “Am I
representing the purpose and philosophy of La
Leche Leauge, and its reputation as the ‘world’s
foremost authority on breastfeeding’?” Some
situations where we can represent LLL in this
manner online are:

• When answering LLL Help Forms

• When answering personal helping email
addressed to us as Leaders

• When leading LLL-sponsored breastfeeding
chats

• When posting messages on Leader-only email
lists

• When providing LLL information or resources
on email lists for professional and/or lay lactation
supporters

When we help a mother through live chats,
bulletin boards, or email we need to follow the same
Leader guidelines we use in person or on the phone,
providing information and suggestions to help that
mother find the solution that will work best for her.

• On non-breastfeeding email lists, bulletin
boards, chats, or newsgroups

• On breastfeeding lists, in discussions that do
not pertain to breastfeeding (e.g., circumcision,
vaccinations, homeschooling)

• In discussions about appropriate
medical/technical advice or information

• When expressing personal opinions or beliefs
that are not representative of LLLI, as readers may
not be able to separate what reflects LLL’s
philosophy or policy and what does not

Once your status as a LLL Leader is out there, you have
the ability to be a great influence and to help build on the
solid reputation of League as leaders in the breastfeeding
community. This is a great help to League and to its
mission of supporting mothers and babies and getting them
the information they need. Leaders all over the world are
counting on your common sense and understanding of the
guidelines to help keep the title LLL Leader credible and
in line with all the best practices of influential leaders in
the community.

Having your own strong opinions and beliefs does not
disqualify you for the work of a Leader. It is these things
we value that make us who we are and I wouldn’t want it
any other way. That said, you would not represent yourself
as part of any company or organization while promoting
ideas and ideals that were outside the mission or scope of
that company or organization. Even those issues that seem
complementary or compatible, and a natural extension of
your own parenting, do not belong on the same table as the
mission of the organization when you are representing
yourself as a Leader in the organization.

Cross over of purposes, and the use of LLL credentials
to boost personal credibility or influence others toward our
own personal ideals, is inappropriate and unprofessional,
and may at times thwart the very work we do as Leaders:
bringing mothers the information they need to help their
families.

No doubt, it is not always smooth sailing. While I have
personal convictions and (Continued on page 4)

(Continued from page 1)

Meeting Mothers: Media and the Social Scene (continued)
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Online Communication Q&A

Q: What if a mother from the Group wants to “friend” me on Facebook?

A: It is your choice, of course, but to avoid potential problems, many Groups are
setting up Group Sites and simply directing interested mothers to “meet them at
the Group site.”

Q: What if topics stray from LLL philosophy on the Group site?

A: The Group site can maintain its LLL philosophy integrity by exercising the
same strategies used for over 50 years in League meetings. Have one leader “run”
the virtual meeting site and interject the standard “LLL recommends…,” or “many
mothers have found. It has worked for generations of Leaders and mothers.

Q: What if I am already involved in a “sticky” situation online involving
cross-purposes?

A: Extract yourself ASAP. Clear up any miscommunication that may have occurred.
You may find it helpful to say:

• “As a Leader, it is important that I tell you that La Leche League doesn’t take
a position on <topic>.”

• “I think it is best that I step away from this discussion.”

• “I know there are mothers who share opinions on this topic. I have noticed they
often frequent <Web site name>.”

• “I want to be clear, La Leche League recommends… ”

If controversial or confrontational posting becomes an issue, a Group should
consider closing the site and setting up a Group page that does not allow anyone
other than Group Leaders to post.
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Meeting Mothers: Media and the Social Scene (continued)
opinions regarding education,

healthcare, etc., I understand why it is so essential to our
overall goal as an organization

to keep reminding myself to focus my attention on the
specific mission of League, and why I chose to become a
Leader in the first place: to help mothers breastfeed, and
through that, to improve their lives and the lives of their
families. I remind myself not to get sidetracked or
distracted from this goal, even by other worthy causes.

Most often, using the Leader Handbook, with its advice
of common sense, along with any updated guidelines, you
can steer clear of any real problems. Furthermore, you can
always reach out to someone for help. You have a District
Advisor, a District Coordinator, and an entire Area Team
that can help with any issue regarding your work as a LLL
Leader.

You, as a Leader, are in a different place today than the
new mother online who may be reading about something
acquainted with La Leche League for the first time.
Consider her as a mother who has just walked through the
door of her first meeting. Let her get her bearings, and
warm up to some ideas that may be a huge part of your life,
and seem so second nature to you. A woman who has had
little experience with breastfeeding can be overwhelmed
at the thought of nursing a toddler. Yet, given time and
information and having established a relationship with La
Leche League mothers and Leaders, so often that same
mother warms to and embraces the same ideas which she
looked sideways at in the beginning.

Consistent positive examples of League philosophy will
always be a powerful influence in the life of mothers. This
example is what turns mothers into members, and has the
potential to turn members into Leaders; but it is a growth
process, and everyone grows at a different rate. This is also
true with our online communication, which may require
Leaders to be particularly more time sensitive. In our
traditional setting, over a course of meetings, the above
mother could observe behaviors, and the time between
meetings provided time for reflection and integration of
information. Had one Leader been off-putting, or
inconsistent with philosophy, other mothers and Leaders

might counter the effect and keep a mother attending or
interested in League. But online, we do not often have a
second chance to make a good impression, nor do we enjoy
the tempering effect of our friends and colleagues. Turning
a new mother off, or offering a distorted view of La Leche
League, can have far reaching consequences as that mother
shares her view with others, and as her family loses a
valuable resource.

Some Leaders find it challenging to find a balance
between their position as a Leader, and the friendships that
often occur among the mothers who attend meetings. Some
of the most important friendships of my life have been
through my association with La Leche League. Regardless,
if a friendship develops, in person, or online, it is important
to make it clear to your friends when you are wearing your
Leader hat. Friend to friend, you likely share interests
beyond La Leche League. Be clear, even among friends
and other Leaders, to draw a clear distinction “early and
often” about how and when you are acting or speaking as
a Leader.

Our mission in LLL is to help mothers breastfeed their
babies. To fulfill our mission to its highest potential, we
must consistently seek to be seen as open, friendly,
intelligent women who are leaders in their community, and
who balance their work as LLL Leaders, and their personal
lives with common sense and compassion.

Let us make certain our online and our in-person
communications are such that women are drawn to La
Leche League and La Leche League philosophy, because
they see in us as Leaders the happy example of how these
have played out in our lives and in the lives of our families.
LLL is a wonderful organization, but it is the Leaders’
modeling of League philosophy that often draws mothers
to League, where they grow and are truly helped.

ADDITIONAL READING:

Susan Buckley and Sandee Luttkus, “Representing LLL
Online”:
lalecheleague.org/leaderpages/representingLLL.html

(Continued from page 2)

http://lalecheleague.org/leaderpages/representingLLL.html
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Conference Wrap-up
Paula Manley, Area Conference Supervisor

The 2012 Area Conference is behind us. It was a great
weekend with many opportunities for learning, and a
chance to catch up with old friends, and to get together with
like-minded families. The conference featured several
wonderful guest speakers. I heard rave reviews for
Catherine Watson Genna’s three presentations. Lawrence
Cohen’s presentations  “Playful Parenting” and “The Art
of Roughhousing,” were interesting and helpful to many.
Mary Ann Cahill spoke both Saturday and Sunday, and
many Leaders enjoyed having an opportunity to speak with
her personally during the weekend. She has not done much
speaking at conferences in recent years, and we were
honored to have her with us.

We collected feedback through formal surveys as well
as many informal comments and emails after the event.
Conference participants commented on the valuable
sessions and inspiring speakers. A couple complained that
it was difficult to choose, because they wanted to be two
places at once. Many Leaders have said they felt
invigorated by the conference. One person mentioned that
what she enjoyed most about the conference was “being in
LLL land.” That sums it up pretty well. It was great to
gather as Leaders and LLL families again.

When all was said and done, we had a great event. As I
mentioned above, we received a great deal of positive
feedback, and are very excited for the future. With that
positive energy in hand, we are beginning the process again
for the 2013 Area Conference.

A successful conference requires the support of many
volunteers. The conference can’t happen without the talents
of many. A number of Leaders jumped in during the past
year and undertook roles that were new to them.
Volunteering in this way is different from the usual ways
in which we are called upon to help mothers and babies,
but it is no less important than taking calls and leading
meetings. It can also provide a wonderful opportunity to
brush up on some skills you haven’t used lately, or to
develop some new ones. Committee jobs are mother-sized,
and many can be shared. The committee needs help in
several areas, including: publications, publicity, and
children’s activities. Please consider joining us on the 2013
Area Conference Committee. If you have an idea of how
you might like to help; or have interest in helping, but don’t
know how; please send me an email at
<paula.navin.manley@gmail.com>. The planning for the
2013 Area Conference has already started.

Exciting New Developments
Andrea Marcovicci, Area Finance Coordinator

My family was enjoying a wonderful dinner during a
much-anticipated vacation. A restaurant meal, as
occasional as it is, has become exorbitantly expensive now
that the boys are eating full sized portions.. But the final
blow was yet to come: at the end of the evening, the server
said, “I’m sorry. We don’t accept credit cards.” We counted
our change, and gave them every last penny.

The next morning, my husband and the earliest-rising
son went on a scouting mission—for automatic teller
machine. We had planned on wandering through a farmer’s
market to glean breakfast and the ingredients to prepare
sandwiches for lunch.

“We have good news and bad news,” they declared upon
their return. “ We found an ATM, but it ate our card.”

“And the good news?”

“The ATM is attached to a bank that opens at 9:00.”

Our vacation was at a stand still–no cash, no debit card.
No matter how much we had saved and planned for this
vacation; at that moment we were penniless.

La Leche League of Massachusetts/Rhode
Island/Vermont is developing new ideas that will make our
lives easier. Many of us want to make donations and pay
memberships. We want to purchase books and mementos.
We accepted credit cards for the Area Conference. We are
now in the process of (Continued on page 6)

mailto:paula.navin.manley@gmail.com
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Exciting New Developments (continued)
transferring that technology for

year-round use. We wouldn’t want your enthusiasm to be
hampered.

If you have any ideas, or would like to volunteer in the
finance department, please contact us. With the right access
to funds, we will be able to provide the services so greatly
needed in our Area.

(Continued from page 5)

Membership Matters
Andrea Marcovicci, Area Finance Coordinator

A mother who contributes to the La Leche League cause
is much more willing to attend meetings and volunteer. Our
goal is to encourage every one to feel a part of our League
family. By asking our mothers to make a small
contribution—$20 to the Area and $20 to the Group—we
are asking them to be a part of a much greater organization.
A mother who contributes will soon start asking to bring
the snacks, donate toys, or even apply for Leadership.

Ruthann Blundell, a successful Leader and gatherer of
new members, explained her technique to me. She and her
co-Leaders decided  one day that membership mattered. A
mother's focus and commitment changes when she chooses
to join La Leche League. At every meeting, Ruthann asks
for new members, she even invites mothers who are first
time attendees. She specifically describes what books the
Group intends to purchase with the money. Members'
names are pre-printed on the sign-in sheet.

Of course, membership pays for workshops, research,
educational resources, and the use of the LLLI  Web site
and logo. It honors the thousands of volunteer hours that
our wonderful Leaders contribute. Yes, it is cheaper than
formula and doctors’ visits.

Let’s focus on the main point, though. Membership
matters. Being a part of La Leche League represents the
ability to parent with confidence. We have a group of
friends who understand why we work so hard, yet still
sometimes need to cry. We have an automatic vacation at
least once a year: the Area Conference and District

Workshops. We have the right to question authority and
draw our own family path.

At meetings and on the phone, I would like you to
approach mothers who attend meetings regularly. Discuss
with them how far they have traveled—from the
uninformed new parent to the confident mother. Ask if they
want to express that confidence. Put a magnet on your car.
Wear an LLL shirt. Respond to questions in the grocery
store and the school parking lot. Pay your dues.

Let’s start our membership drive. All paid members and
Leaders should have received a welcome packet that
includes a car magnet (let me know if you have not yet
received one). The Group that sells the most memberships
(actual and proportionate) will be recognized. I bet that
soon after you receive the $40 donation, your new member
will become much more involved.

With today’s economy, we understand the strain of dues.
We had a large jump in the cost of Leader dues this past
year. Krishyon Young, our ACL, reminds us that this
increase is a one-time event. For every $1500 profit from
the Area Conference, we can reduce Leader dues by $10.
If each member sells two memberships, we can reduce
leader dues to $20. Our ultimate goal is to lean more
heavily on memberships and grants and reduce our
dependence on our already overburdened, but much
appreciated Leaders.

La Leche League: the preeminent life changing
organization in the world.  Be a member.
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A Great Deal
By Kathy Drury, Communications Skills
Department Administrator

I’m sure you all know about the “basic”
Communications Skills Enrichment (CSE) workshop that
LLL offers. Perhaps you’ve even had a chance to take it.
This Foundation workshop covers a lot of material, and is
usually done in three, three-hour sessions or one, eight-hour
day. It includes everything from listening to both spoken
and unspoken   comments; asking questions and offering
information; while leaving the choices up to the listener; to
constructive ways to deal with conflict. In order to make
this valuable resource even more available, we’re currently
developing a version where much of the information is
learned through emailed segments, with a three-hour,
in-person session at the end. So, there are lots of ways to
gain these skills.

But did you know that we have other workshops as well?
If you’ve taken the Foundation workshop (in any form),
you might enjoy “Assertions Powers” or “Conflict
Resolution.” These are each done in a single, three-hour
session, and go into the topics in more depth than is
possible during the Foundation workshop.

Or perhaps you’d like to sharpen your meeting skills. We
have two different workshops that can help you with that.

“Interactive Group Leading” covers a variety of basic skills
needed to moderate a discussion. It also includes a chance
to practice dealing with people who make it hard to lead a
productive meeting, such as those who come late, interrupt,
say something outrageous, or otherwise side-track the
conversation.

The other meeting-related workshop we offer is
“Meeting Facilitation,” and this one is only 1¼ hours

long–perfect for an Area Conference or District Workshop.
It’s easily split into five, 15-minute segments, covering all
the basic information you need to lead any type of meeting,
and it’s interesting to realize that the meeting type should
affect the decisions you make in planning it. For instance,
the goals and structure of a class are quite different than
those of a business meeting, and those of a support group
are different from both. These tips are not only useful in
our LLL work, but in any other meeting you might be
involved with as well. If you’ve ever been to a meeting that
was not well-organized, you know how important these
skills can be.

In LLL Alliance for Breastfeeding Education (Alliance),
all of the above workshops are free for Leaders and Leader
Applicants. Free and worthwhile–the information  and the
chance to practice what you learn, can really make your
job more enjoyable.

Finally, we have “Communicating with Our Children:”
the only workshop that is not free for Leaders and
Applicants (although they do get a discount). This consists
of two, three-hour sessions, and offers communication tips
for children ages four and older. Since the funds stay in the
Area, this workshop is also an Area fund-raiser.

“But I’m already pretty good at communication,” I hear
you say. “I’ve taken HRE in the past and  have read all the
books.” Then help others by organizing a workshop. And
attend it yourself–they’re lots of fun, and everyone can use
some more practice!

Interested? Talk to me and set up a workshop or two (or
three). They are lots of fun, truly enriching, and the best
deal in town.
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The Road to Leader Accreditation, Part 2
Darlene Utzinger, Coordinator of Leader
Accreditation

Part 1 of “The Road to Leader Accreditation” discussed
the prerequisites for applying for Leadership, how to know
when an interested LLL mother may be ready to apply, and
many aspects of the application including the roles of both
the Sponsoring Leader and the Applicant. It was suggested
that most materials necessary for initiating the application
may be found in the Alliance for Breastfeeding Website,
www.llleus.org, under “Leader Accreditation Department”
and then “Sponsoring Leader.”

Both the application form and the Leader
Recommendation form may be found in the Pre-
Application Packet, included in the “Sponsoring Leader”
portion of the above-mentioned website. The Application
Fee is $31 and covers the cost of the Leader’s Handbook.
If the potential Leader Applicant is able to obtain a
Leader’s Handbook from a retired Leader, there is the $16
application fee to pay. The check should be made out to
LLL of MA/RI/VT, and mailed to the Co-ordinator of
Leader Accreditation together with the Application for
Leadership and Leader Recommendation forms. Once all
forms and fees have been received, they will be reviewed
by the CLA.

In working through the Application, the Leader, the
Leader Applicant, and the Leader Accreditation
Representative become what is known as the LAD Triad.
The three will work together as the Leader Applicant
prepares for leadership. The Leader Accreditation
Representative dialogs regularly with both the Leader
Applicant and the Sponsoring Leader, offering feedback on
what the Applicant has written, and guiding the Leader
Applicant through the course of her application. The Leader
Applicant sets the pace, though she is expected to work
steadily through the application, communicating regularly
with the LAD Representative and Group Leaders. The
Sponsoring Leader’s role is to mentor the Leader Applicant,
and to communicate regularly with the LAD
Representative; offering suggestions and feedback based
on the work they have done together.

As an application progresses, the Sponsoring Leader
should encourage the Leader Applicant to read books that
deal with situations outside of her personal experience,
share LLL resources such as Leaven and Area Leader
Letters, and emphasize the importance of keeping up-to-date.

The Sponsoring Leader should encourage the Leader
Applicant to write her Personal History, perhaps sharing
her own Personal History with her, and remind her that
time-management skills learned during the application are
good practice for budgeting time for LLL work. Let her
know that there are many ways to write a Personal History,
and that there is no one “right way.” In some cases, a
Personal History may be done by phone, Skype, or another
method of verbal communication. If clarification is needed,
LAD Representatives will provide or ask for it.

The Sponsoring Leader and the Leader Applicant should
meet regularly to complete the application work, viz., the
checklist in the Leader’s Handbook (pp. 150–152). They
should be developing a working relationship, as they will
be future co-Leaders. The Leader Applicant should be
taking an active role in Group management, taking on a
Group job, participating in Planning and Evaluation
Meetings, and helping to organize enrichment meetings, if
applicable. The Sponsoring Leader should encourage the
Leader Applicant to attend Area Conferences, Leader
Development Seminars, Communication Skills Enrichment
Workshops, and any other LLL-related gatherings that will
further her development as a Leader.

Sponsoring a Leader Applicant and helping her prepare
for leadership is a big responsibility and involves a
significant investment of time. But the rewards are even
bigger. Every Leader is expected to—“keep the LLL flame
burning”—always seeking to expand the ranks of
leadership. Co-Leaders help to make leading lighter.
Co-Leaders enrich both LLL and the lives of other Leaders.
Leaders often become friends-for-life.

http://www.llleus.org
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It’s  Older Than Moses
Yvonne Malouuf, Area Professional Liason

Has something like this ever happened to you? You have
been helping a mother through a number of challenges with
her new baby. She has been to a meeting or two, and you
have supported her during many phone calls. First, the
mother called in tears because her three-day-old baby never
really latched onto her breast. The next phone call came
about two weeks later when, at the pediatrician’s
appointment, the baby’s weight gain wasn’t where it should
be, and supplementing was discussed. This mother is
exasperated because she has followed all of the advice
about “easy access to the breast” and “not watching the
clock”– at many feedings her baby is at the breast for over
an hour. Throughout these weeks, the mother has been
experiencing cracked nipples and inflammation that have
been diagnosed as thrush. Is it possible that these seemingly
unrelated concerns are part of something else?

Tongue-tie, or ankyloglossia, is sometimes the answer
to the mother’s queries of why “breastfeeding isn’t
working,” even though she and her baby have done
everything right.    A tongue-tie occurs when an individual
has a short frenulum (the membrane that attaches the
tongue to the floor of the mouth), which limits the use and
mobility of the tongue. This restriction can impede
breastfeeding. We in the lactation field, are often the very
first witnesses that a baby may be unable to use its tongue
to its full potential. The cause of a tongue-tie is often
unknown. A great book to look at for more information is

‘Supporting Sucking Skills in Breastfeeding Infants’ by
Catherine Watson Genna. In addition, a true pioneer in all
things tongue-tie related was Dr. Brian Palmer. His
Website is www.brianpalmerdds.com, and it contains a
wealth of information for your perusal.

Tongue-ties are possibly older than Moses. The book of
Exodus in the Bible describes Moses being “slow of speech
and slow of tongue.” He supposedly had a frenotomy
(where the frenulum is clipped), and was then able to speak
more clearly. When midwife-attended births were the norm,
it was common to examine a baby’s mouth for a tongue-tie

during their first cry. At that point, the sharpened fingernail
that was kept at the ready could easily remedy that
tightened membrane. Doctors were taught this technique—
using sterile scissors—when they entered the birth
attendant field.

When more families switched to formula feeding,
mothers didn’t experience sore nipples or babies who
couldn’t transfer milk from the breast because of their
restricted tongues. Doctors were no longer taught how to
assess, diagnose, and treat tongue-ties; and finding a
practitioner well-versed in treating a tongue-tie, became a
challenge. A simple frenotomy became a lost art. In 2012,
with breastfeeding initiation and duration rates beginning
to surge again, tongue-ties are back on the radar.

Breastfeeding difficulties are not the only challenge for
an individual with a tongue-tie. Other issues that may be
directly related to having restricted movement of the tongue
are: speech problems, orthodontia concerns, gagging or
choking on food, effects on social or personal situations
(e.g., kissing, licking an ice cream cone), sleep apnea, and
even reflux. You do not outgrow a tongue-tie!

Not all babies with feeding difficulties have tongue-tie,
and not all babies with tongue-tie have feeding
difficulties.Yet for a mother who knows something is
wrong, our support, encouragement, compassion, and
resources can help tremendously. The Professional Liaison
Department is here to assist you with navigating
challenging situations you encounter when helping mothers
and babies. Call us, or send us an email, whenever you need
us. We are happy to help!

Yvonne Maalouf
(781) 834-2361
mybaby4343@aol.com

Associate Area Professional Liaison
Lezlie Densmore
(413) 594-9731
lezlieden@charter.net

http://www.brianpalmerdds.com
mailto:mybaby4343@aol.com
mailto:lezlieden@charter.net
mailto:lezlieden@charter.net
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HARK!

Please welcome these new Leaders!

Emily Samansky
6 Chester Street
Andover, MA 01810
(978) 475-2690
emsamansky@yahoo.com
Andover, Massachusetts Group
Accredited 1/21/2012

Melissa Onofrey
96 Gilbert St.
Framingham, MA 01702
(508) 309-3849
MelissaOnofrey@yahoo.com
Hopkinton/Ashland, Massachusetts Group
Accredited 2/22/2012

Ajna Pisani
26 River St.
Danvers, MA 01923
(617) 388-1434
ajnajade@gmail.com
Danvers/Hamilton, Massachusetts Group
Accredited 3/3/2012

Dana Willeke
225R La Martine St.

Jamaica Plain, MA 01230
(617) 522-7287
DWILLEKE@gmail.com
Boston, Massachusetts Group
Accredited 1/30/2012

Mishaela Brennan
72 Matthews Road
Conway, MA 01341
(508) 496-6094 cell
(413) 665-3890 home
Mishaelab@gmail.com
North Hampton, Massachusetts Group
Accredited 2/13/2012

mailto:emsamansky@yahoo.com
mailto:MelissaOnofrey@yahoo.com
mailto:ajnajade@gmail.com
mailto:DWILLEKE@gmail.com
mailto:Mishaelab@gmail.com
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Editor’s Corner: A Time To Simplify
Liz Swift, Area Publications Coordinator

As I write this article, my sister-in-law is in rural China
visiting my niece, who is living there working with children
and with adults suffering from mental illness. I just got a
nice email from them describing what the visit has been
like. It’s been real culture shock for my sister-in-law, who
grew up in Philadelphia and has lived her entire adult life
in New York City. She’s seeing the way that people  who
don’t have most of what we consider necessities live. While
these people live a subsistence farming lifestyle, they also
seem to thrive in some ways that much of the more
developed world does not.

It struck me that one of the things which we encourage
mothers of newborns to do—to listen to their babies—is a
whole lot easier to do when the surrounding distractions
are fewer. I suspect it was easier even when my own
children were born than it is now. We are so electronically
connected these days that sometimes it’s difficult for young
parents to take the time to just connect with their baby.
Young mothers take their smart phones to the hospital with
them, and they use them. Checking email, calling friends,
tweeting, and posting pictures of their newborn on
Facebook are frequent ways that they use those early hours
in the hospital.

None of these things is necessarily wrong, but sometimes
the moments that they are spending engaged in these
pursuits are moments that their baby lies swaddled in a
pram instead of skin-to-skin in their arms. Once that
newborn is home, the electronic connectedness continues,
but so does the temptation to get out and into the social
whirl again whether it’s to go shopping , resume exercising,
or attend some event (sometimes without the baby). What
isn’t happening in a lot of cases is for mothers to take that
lovely, long period that Nancy Morbacher recommends in
Breastfeeding Made Simple and simply get to know their
newborn. Our modern world is rushing at a pace that is not
particularly compatible with life with a newborn. I suspect
that a lot of the rush to get babies sleeping through the night
has to do with the sort of days that young mothers are being
expected to live. Our modern practices rather go against
what history would tell us was appropriate for life with a
newborn.

There are some definite improvements. For example,
mothers confined to bed for days after their baby was born
did have an increased the risk of blood clots. However,
we’ve gone very far in the opposite direction. Not only are
we no longer keeping mothers in bed for two weeks after
they give birth, in some cases those mothers of two-week-
old infants are now expected back in the work force. They
are not getting to know their babies, but instead are
routinely being separated from them. Perhaps, they are
lucky enough to get six weeks of maternity leave. That puts
them  at merely the bare minimum of time that Morbacher
describes as important.

The competing demands on a mother’s time in our more
modern world are quite different than the demands on a
mother’s time in that village in China. In that village
telephones, televisions, computers, rushing off to scheduled
activities for older children, etc. simply are not a feature of
life. Extended families live near each other. The women of
my sister-in-law’s age have never traveled far away from
their village, to say nothing of around the world. Their lives
are much more circumscribed than the lives of many of us.
Yet I wonder whether we can’t learn something from their
lifestyle which we can perhaps pass on to the mothers who
come to us.

There is a time in life when slowing down and
simplifying—even if for only 40 days—just makes sense.
Our babies are only newborns for a short period of time;
spending  minutes and hours focusing on getting to know
a new baby is not wasted time. The lives of these young
mothers will truly not come to an end if they unplug from
the Internet for a bit. We can, and should, encourage them
to realize that there is going to continue to be life after the
early days with their baby, but that this special season in
each baby’s life comes only once. Yet sharing this
particular perspective with the “Generation Y” people out
there seems difficult sometimes. That fast-paced
connectedness has come to seem so important to them that
it’s sometimes hard for them to see the ways in which it
actually works against them in those early days of
parenthood.

So, my current suggestion for articles is: how do we
handle “The Baby Arrives, The Family and the Breastfed
Baby” with this generation of (Continued on page 12)
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women? How do we gently

encourage them to step back and simplify, even if just for
a few weeks, so that they can actually get to know that new
baby and get breastfeeding off to an optimal start?

How much do the problems of connectedness sometimes
impact on other points in mothers’ lives? Do you see a
connection between toddler behavior and the amount of
time their mothers spend on their phones or on their
computers? What sorts of strategies can we use to help
mothers see those connections?

To what extent does the pressure to have more and do
more impact on parenting in general? Should we be
encouraging mothers to simplify at stages beyond the first
six weeks? If so how can we do that?

I mentioned in my last Editor’s Corner, that I was going
to take my copy of The Heart Has Its Own Reasons to the
conference to get it autographed by Maryann Cahill. I did
so, and commented to her that I thought that perhaps we
need an updated version for this new generation of young

mothers. Her inscription in my copy is precious: “May you
always be rich in love.” In that little, rural village in China,
they are rich in love. They don’t have a lot of what we think
are requirements for normal life, but they are rich in love.
My real desire for this present generation of young mothers
is that they can find the time to actually focus on the people
in front of them whether it’s their babies, their toddlers,
their older children, their partners, or even their extended
families. I’d really like some input from you on how we
can encourage that process without seeming judgmental ,
unrealistic, or like a bunch of old fogey Luddites. How do
we encourage them to put family first—even over
Facebook?

I’d be particularly interested in articles written by new
young Leaders on this, or other topics. We need your
perspective and your input. So please put pen to paper, and
send me something for the winter ALL, deadline for
submissions is September 30, 2012. Email your article to:
Liz Swift, <swift483@myfairpoint.net> or send it to me at
P.O. Box 161, Pittsford, VT 05763.

(Continued from page 11)

Yankee WeLLspring is published three times a year by La Leche League of MA/RI/VT to provide enrichment,
inspiration, and information.  A complimentary copy is sent to each active Leader in the Area and to various
Area, Area Network, and International Staff.

All  articles, art, questions, and small “bytes” should be mailed to:

Liz Swift, APC
P.O. Box 161
Pittsford, VT 05763

Or emailed to:
swift483@myfairpoint.net

Yankee WeLLLspring Production Calendar

Articles Received by:
June 30, 2012
September 30, 2012
December 31, 2012

Will Appear:
Fall 2012 Issue
Winter 2013 Issue
Spring 2013 Issue
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LLL of MA/RI/VT Area Council Directory
AREA TEAM

Area Coordinator of Leaders (ACL)
Krishon Young
(781) 294-7477
loveLLLeague@gmail.com

Coordinator of Leader Accreditation (CLA)
Darlene Utzinger
(413) 531-4812
utzdp5@gmail.com

Area Finance Coordinator
Andrea Marcovivi
(508) 993-1370
andrea_marcovivi@hotmail.com

Area Conference Supervisor (ACS)
Paula Manley
(781) 679-0157
paula.navin.manley@gmail.com

Area Professional Liaison (APL)
Yvonne Maalouf
(781) 834-2361
mybaby434@aol.com

Communications Skills Instructor (CS)
Interim Communications Skills Department Head
Kathy Drury
(503) 891-3350
lllkathyd@gmail.com

Area Publications Coordinator (APC)
Elizabeth Swift
(802) 483-6296
swift483@myfairpoint.net

Secretary and Data Administrator (AS/ADA)
Kim Bradlee
(978) 266-9648
kimbradlee@gmail.com

LEADER DEPARTMENT

District Coordinators (DCs)
Vermont: Mary Bibb
(802) 899-4845
Central and South: Amy Shaw
(781) 925-1487
Northeast: Janna Frelich
(617) 323-3467

LEADER ACCREDITATION DEPARTMENT

Associate Cooordinator of Leader Applicants
Amy Jacobs
(802) 310-8951
jessamy@comcast.net

PROFESSIONAL LIAISON DEPARTMENT

Associate Area Professional Liaison
Lezlie Densmore
(413) 594-9731
lezlieden@charter.net

MA Breastfeeding Coalition Representative
Kathy Abbott
(978) 922-4289
k.kathyabbott@comcast.net

FINANCE DEPARTMENT

Area Treasurer
Carolyn Pepler
(508) 584-2761
cpepler@meditech.com

CONTINUING EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Linda Lehrer Media Center Coordinator
Sue Malone
(978) 749-0645
SueMaLLLone@comcast.net

(Continued on page 14)
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Partners in Perinatal Health Representative
Love Albrecht-Howard
(781) 740-4876
alovea@comcast.net

AREA RESOURCE & SUPPORT STAFF

Area Secretary and Data Administrator
Area Online Coordinator
Kim Bradlee
(978) 266-9648
kimbradlee@gmail.com

Area Alumnae Representative
Mary Jeanne Hickey
(781) 337-4992
chewy@affinity4.net

Big E Fair Coordinator
Lezlie Densmore
(413) 594-9731
lezlieden@charter.net

(Continued from page 13)
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